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Voyager
Digital Nautical
Publications
The exact set of digital nautical
publications each of your vessels
needs - all in one incredibly easy
eBook reader.

Drive down costs GNS data shows that most shipping
companies overspend significantly on technical library
publications. Voyager NAUTICAL PUBLICATIONS as a
SERVICE enables you to eradicate this overspend and
reduce costs whilst improving safety and compliance.
Data-led compliance GNS data analytics identify
exactly the publications each vessel needs and
delivers them to your vessels in one simple digital
package.
Everything vessels need in one place One easy
to use eBook reader provides access to the most
comprehensive set of nautical publications - making
it easier and more efficient for crews to find the
information they need.
Flag State regulations Search and view current
regulations and ensure vessels have up to date
access to Notices, circulars and bulletins.
Full range of Nautical Publications from the world's
leading publishers including IMO, Intercargo, OCIMF,
SIGGTO and Witherby.

Enhance your shipping operations
with data-led navigation

A more cost-effective way to buy Nautical Publications

Voyager NAUTICAL PUBLICATIONS as a SERVICE is a new, more cost-efficient way to buy the nautical publications your
vessels need. It uses GNS's unique data analytics capabilities to identify exactly the nautical publications each vessel in a
fleet needs based on its Flag, Class and Trading areas. This precision purchasing approach means you only ever pay for
what each vessel needs - eliminating overspending and wastage whilst enhancing fleet safety and compliance.

Very simple and easy to manage

Voyager NAUTICAL PUBLICATIONS as a SERVICE provides all the publications each vessel needs via one eBook reader
for extremely easy on board management and use.

Your questions answered

How does GNS work out what each vessel needs to carry?
GNS has a unique maritime database that both tracks
every vessel in the world and monitors exact navigational
requirements. This enables us to create very precise
technical libraries for vessels based on a range of criteria
including Flag, Class and Trading areas.
How are publications kept up to date?
Updates from the publishers are automatically provided to
vessels. New Editions are supplied as and when they are
released.
I have my own technical library list - how does that work?
GNS will create a specific list for your fleet based on your
specific requirements and manage New Editions against
that list.
Is everything included?
Yes, all the nautical publications the vessel needs for safe
and compliant navigation. All publications included in
the list below are in the eBook reader. ITU publications

are provided in paper format with a separate CD-ROM
and Admiralty publications are provided as eNPs as per
publishers requirements.
What about the publications vessels need in paper format?
International Code of Signals and IAMSAR III are provided in
paper format rather than as eBook for compliance purposes.
Digital versions can also be supplied if required.
Is it an annual subscription?
No, publications are purchased as a one-off and replaced
only when a New Edition is published. As many publications
are only reissued every 5+ years, this makes it a very costefficient way to buy digital publications particularly when
compared to some other digital publications services which
charge a fixed annual subscription for content.
It also makes it much more cost-effective to switch from
paper to digital as digital versions can be bought gradually
as New Editions are published rather than in all in one go.

Nautical Publications as a Service provides:
eBook Content:

Other Content:

Flag State Regulations

BIMCO
Brown, Son &
Ferguson
CDI
IACS
ICS
IMO
IMPA
INTERCARGO
INTERTANKO
ITOPF

UKHO
ITU
Nautical Institute
IAMSAR III
International Code
of Signals

Bahamas
Cyprus
Denmark
Isle of Man

MARPOL
OCIMF
Shipping Guides
SIGTTO
TSCF
UK P&I CLUB
VERWEY
UK Chamber of
Shipping
Witherby

Liberia
Malta
Marshall Islands
Panama

Singapore
UK
USA

Regulatory Content
Acts
Guidance
Legislation
M Notices

Marine Circulars
Orders
Regulations
Technical Bulletins

DVD based to satisfy Flag and SOLAS requirements for the carriage of Nautical Publications.
For management office use, an online version of all eBook content is also available.

Get In Touch

customerservices@gnsworldwide.com
www.gnsworldwide.com
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